Abstract-This paper addresses efficient evaluation of piece wise functions defined over polyhedral partitions which is a vital problem in many areas such as control applications. As an important application, the explicit model predictive control 
INTRODUCTION
Piecewise functions have received much attentions over the last few years and arise naturally in various applica tions such as control applications, e.g in the presence of constraints. The simplicity of piecewise affine systems makes them attractive as an approximation to non-linear systems. In most of the applications efficient evaluation of the piecewise function is a crucial problem and can affect the performance of the whole system especially when there is a large number of function pieces. In this paper we address efficient evalua tion of a piecewise functions. Although this may seem trivial, but when the function is complex, a straightforward imple mentation is computationally expensive. This work is mainly motivated, but not limited, by recent developments within explicit solutions of Model Predictive Control (eMPC) , in which the solutions are complex piecewise affine (PWA) state feedback laws to be evaluated online. Recently in [4] and [5] it was recognized that the solution to the linear MPC problem with linear/quadratic criterion can be cast as a mUlti-parametric linear/quadratic program (mp-LP/mp-QP) and solved explicitly, resulting in a PWA function of the current state x(t). These approaches lead to a PWA control law defined over several convex polyhedral regions. So the evaluation of such a control law requires to determine the polyhedral region which contains the current state x(t), the 
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978-1-61284-985-0/11/$26.00 ©2011 IEEE 218 so-called point location problem. By exploiting the piecewise affinity of the associated value function for MPC with linear cost function, in [1] it was shown that the point location problem can be solved with no need to store the polyhedral partitions provided that a convex PWA function defined over the polyhedral partition is available. In the case of linear cost-function in [8] the point location problem was posed as a weighted Voronoi diagram, which can be solved using an approximate nearest neighbor algorithm. In [7] combining the concept of interval trees and bounding boxes associated with the polyhedral regions, a particular search tree was proposed to solve the point location problem. In [13] a Lattice Representation (LR) for the PWA solution of the explicit MPC was obtained based on the mUlti-parametric programming which can save online calculation and memory. More recently, in [2] exploiting the concept of hashing theory, a two-stage algorithm was proposed which combines the direct search method with an efficient set intersection algorithm together with some extremely efficiently solvable one-dimensional sub-problems (i.e. of order 0(1» to solve the whole problem. The hash-based method enables the designer to trade-off between online and offline complexities while it does not make any assumptions beyond the PWA structure. Among the existing methods which can be applied to more general class of partitions including discontinuous and overlapping ones, the Binary Search Tree (BST) [12] is acknowledged for its efficient online computational perfor mance. Unfortunately, the pre-processing time in this method becomes prohibitive when the complexity of the partition increases. This motivates us to modify the BST method to reduce the pre-processing time and storage requirements and thereby enabling not only extended applicability of this method but also rapid proto typing of embedded control sys tems where a fast design iterations is of vital importance to be able to re-design controllers quickly by taking advantage of extended processing power typical for rapid proto typing environments. To this aim, in this paper by constraining the maximum online computation time, a truncated binary search tree (TBST) is proposed. This truncation leads to extensive reduction in pre-processing time and requires additional search among the pre-computed function pieces remaining at the leaf nodes on the TBST to locate the optimal region. The BST data structure represents a recursive splitting of the domain of the piecewise function by including a new hyper plane at each node in the search tree. We propose to select decision hyper planes among a carefully selected set of axis-orthogonal hyper planes when constructing the BST leading to faster evaluation of each node when traversing the tree. Furthermore, considering the continuous PWA solution of explicit MPC application an efficient alternative to the required direct search in each truncated leaf [3] is proposed by LR of the PWA control law [13] corresponding to each truncated leaf. This representation discards the requirement of storing all polyhedral regions for direct search and thereby reduces the storage complexity to a large extent. The key features of the proposed method is that the exact solution (to the accuracy of numerical round-off errors) can be computed with pre-defined worst case online computation time guarantees, while pre-processing time and memory use is implicitly minimized subject to this constraint. The computations are readily implementable using fixed-point arithmetic on a low cost microcontroller or PLC since there is no recursive accumulation of round-off errors, and the online algorithm is simple with a small footprint suitable for formal verification of correctness of implementation.
II. PIECEWISE FUNCTION EVALUATION
Definition 1 ( [9] ): Let a compact set X c Rn be parti tioned into a set of NT convex polyhedral regions Xi, i = 1, ... , NT so that X = U�l Xi. A piecewise function p(x) :
A. Explicit MPC Application
Consider a constrained discrete time LTI system:
Where x E Rn x n and U E Rn x m are state and input vectors, respectively. Then the constrained finite time optimal control (CFTOC) problem for system described in (1) is defined as the following optimization problem:
where U = [u; , u; + 1' ... , U; + N _ l ] T is the optimization variable, Xc, Dc are polyhedral sets containing the origin in their interiors and 11·11 denotes the standard vector norm p T when p E {I, oo} and for p = 2, II Qx lip = x Qx. As shown in [5] and [4] , for Q � 0 and R > 0 the solution to the CFTOC problem (2) at each time t is a continuous time-invariant PWA function of the current state x(t) in the following form: u*(t) = KiX(t) + ki' if x(t) E Xi Xi = {x E RnxlHix::; hi} ,Vi = 1, ... ,NT (3) Therefore, for the state x(t), the online evaluation of explicit MPC requires to find the optimal polyhedral region X) containing the state x(t), i.e. x(t) E Xi.
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B. Binary Search Tree (BST)
In order to support efficient online evaluation of PWA functions, in [12] a binary search tree is constructed on the basis of the hyper-planes (HPs) defining the convex polyhedral regions Xi. The idea is to use these HPs as separating variables in the nodes of the tree to split the partitioned space in a way such that the number of candidate affine functions decreases as much as possible from the current to the next level of the tree. In online operation, and starting from the root node, one needs to identify on which side of the corresponding HP the current state resides and move through the tree until the optimal region is found. If a balanced search tree is constructed, this approach lead to an efficient solution in terms of online evaluation complexity which is logarithmic in the number of regions (NT). When the number of regions increases the cost of construction of the BST increases quickly and becomes prohibitive for large NT with the algorithm [12] . This is due to the fact that for constructing such a tree, for each node the BST algorithm in [12] needs to determine on which side of every HP each polyhedral region is located. This requires 2NTN H linear programs (LPs) to be solved where N H denotes the number of HPs and is typically much larger than the number of regions. The storage requirement of the BST is in the order of CJ (nxN n ), where Nn denotes the number of nodes of the tree. We emphasis that, less optimal trees can be generated by solving a reduced number of LPs or selecting HPs based on other criteria [15] . These ideas will be presented in section 2.C, while section 2.D introduces LR as an efficient alternative to direct search. Such a set defines a polyhedron in the state space, i.e. P(J) = {xld2(x) � 0, d5(x) ::; O}. Further define the index sets I(J) = {ilXi n P(J) is full-dimensional} and F(I) = {kl fk corresponds to Xi, i E I} where F(I) denotes the index set of all functions corresponding to the index set I(J). We use the notation' ±' for statements which should be repeated for both ' + ' and '-'.
Lemma 1 ([12]):
If i E I(J)nI(j + ) and i tJ. I(JUj + ), then Xi is split into two full-dimensional polyhedra by hyper plane j, i.e. i E I(J) nI(j + ) nI(j -). The same result holds when j + is interchanged by j -.
Lemma 1 provides a computationally efficient approximation of It = I(JkUj±) as I(Jk)nI(j±) when one builds the k th node of the tree. Based on these definitions and results, we aim to construct a truncated binary search tree to overcome limitations of the BST approach. To this end, let Mclk be the maximum admissible number of clock cycles allocated for online piecewise function evaluation in the processor.
When exploring the k-th node of the tree Nk, let (Ik' Jk) be the corresponding index set of regions and hyper planes as already defined. We introduce Ck = C{Ik} denoting the maximum number of clock cycles required to find the optimal region through the candidates in the index set Ik using direct search. Then, one of the following conditions may occur during construction of the tree:
1. IF(Ik) I = 1, it means the exact solution is obtained and this node is flagged as a leaf node (£). These conditions are used to efficiently decide on which level the search tree can be truncated provided that the required online computational performance is guaranteed. Although construction of such truncated binary search tree (TBST) can be done using the same structure and decision criteria as in the BST method (see e.g. [3] ), it is possible to achieve much simpler structure of the search tree with con siderably less pre-processing time. The main idea is to let the node decision criteria (HPs in BST and TBST methods) to be free (not restricted to the existing HPs). In [14] an optimal selection of decision criteria has been proposed by setting up a mixed-integer linear programming problem. Although this can lead to a more efficient solution, but it can be very expensive and still prohibitive in terms of pre-processing time for large partitions. So among all combinations of decision criteria we are interested in orthogonal hyper-planes (OHPs). We select some candidate OHPs directly based on the information of the existing polyhedral regions. Such a set of candidate OHPs can be obtained by the following simple LPs for each region Xr E X, r = 1, ... , Nr: min ±eix, x EXr i = 1, .... , nx (4) where ei denotes the i -th basic unit vector. The LPs in (4) provide the Bounding Hyper-Rectangle (BHR) representation of each polyhedral region. So 2nxNr candidate OHPs are produced as a set of candidate discriminating hyper-planes which is extensively less than its counterpart in the BST and also TBST methods. In the next step one can further refine the set of candidate decision variables by removing OHPs. This relies on the fact that the present method allows the binary search tree to end up with a truncated a leaf (which is associated with more than one distinct function) instead of leaf (which is associated with only one function). Considering the orthogonality of OHPs, it is clear that any two parallel OHPs with small distance comparing to the BHR length of the associated polyhedral regions « Oi) in the corresponding axis (ei), are likely not to be informative and 220 removing one of them simplifies the pre-processing stage. A rule of thumb is to keep the one intersecting less regions. For example in Fig. 1 
END WHILE
Note that 0 and -1 in steps 4.iv and 4.v denote the leaf and truncated leaf, respectively. The structure of the proposed method in Alg.1 has been illustrated and compared to the BST approach in Fig.1 .
Remark 1: Note that based on the approximate criterion in step 4.ii, J;;' contains indices of all OHPs which minimize the number of possible control laws from the current to the next level of the tree. Then the exact criterion in step 4.iii is applied only to the OHPs from step 4.ii. Remark 2: It is emphasized that the resulting data struc ture from Alg.1, i.e. N, should be post-processed to build a compact search tree, i.e. 07BST Unlike the BST method, the proposed OTBST has a fixed node structure independent of problem dimension nx. Accordingly, the first two numbers in each node, i.e. 07BSTk{1,2}, store the information of optimal OHP, i.e. (ik' hk) , and 07BSTk{3 or 4} > 0 points to the left/right child, while 07BS7d3 or 4} < 0 denotes the leaf node with negative sign of corresponding function index, and 07BS7d3 or 4} = 0 indicates the truncated leaf with the indices of candidate optimal regions stored in 07BSTk{5 or 6}.
For a given feasible query point x, the online procedure of piecewise function evaluation is explained in Alg. 2. 3. If r > 0 then k +-r and go to step 2, else go to step 4 which means the associated child node is a leaf or truncated leaf node.
4. If r < 0 (leaf) then -07BSTk{3 or 4} denotes the index of the optimal PWA function, respectively, else apply direct search to the set of candidate regions indicated by 07BSTk{5 or 6} to find and evaluate optimal PWA function.
Remark 3:
The maximum required number of clock cy cles in a truncated leaf node corresponding to the di rect search and traversing the tree may be calculated as Ck = CfT + Cps = 1lfT MOH + 1lfs MH, where 1lfT denotes the number of traversed nodes until the current node, MOH = CComp + 3 CMem + CB r anch and MH = nxCMul +2Ccomp +nxCSum + (nx +2)CMem +CB r anch denote the number of clock cycles required for evaluation of each OHP and HP, respectively, and 1lfs denotes the number of all HPs corresponding to the candidate regions in node 07BSTk excluding the region with maximum number of HPs. This is due to the fact that after order ing the nOTBSTk candidate regions in node 07BSTk in terms of number of HPs, one needs to check only first nOTBSTk -1 candidates to find the optimal one. The numbers ( CMu l, CSum , CComp , CMem , CB r anch ) represent the number of clock cycles required for performing multipli cation, addition, comparison, memory access and branching operations, respectively, on the target processor. In those processors for which some of the operations can be executed concurrently or are combined within a single operation, the formula for Ck should be modified accordingly.
The main features of the proposed OTBST method can be summarized as follows. (i) The total number of discrim inating OHPs is usually much less than the HPs in the BST method, leading to a significant reduction in the pre processing time, (ii) In the first step of building the search tree one has to determine for each node decision criteria the BST method, the OTBST approach enables the designer to trade-off between offline and online complexities, and (iv) In the OTBST the online evaluation of each node is more efficient than the BST. Traversing each node in the OTBST requires a single comparison, 3 memory accesses and 1 branching operations, while it takes nx multiplications, nx additions, 1 comparison, nx + 2 memory accesses and 1 branching operation in the BST approach.
D. Analytical Representation of Truncated Leaves
In this section, we use the modified form of lattice representation model [l3] to represent each PWA restriction of the PWA function associated with each truncated leaf as an alternative to the direct search.
1) Modified Lattice Representation:
The LR model has a universal representation capability and describes a PWA function in terms of its local affine functions and the order of the values of all the affine functions in each region [l3], [11] . Lemma 2 ([11]): Given any continuous PWA function p(x), X ER n , there is a lattice PWA function P(xl<p, \If) such that p(x) = P(xl<p, \If) holds for all x E R n and P(xl<p, \If) = n:tin { �ax {f (X1cf>j)} } (5) l:s;.:S;Nr l:S;J:S;Nr 'I/J'j =l
'J 0 else
As shown in [l3] any continuous PWA function can be fully specified by the parameter and structure matrices (<p, \If).
Using the properties of min-max representation in the lattice model and the possibility of having several regions with same affine function, two simplification algorithms were proposed in [13] as row and column vector simplification lemmas. The row vector simplification is presented in Lemma 3.
Lemma 3 (Row Vector Simplification Lemma [13 j):
Assume that P(xl cI>, \]i) is a lattice representation with NT segments. Let 'l/Ji, 'l/Jj be rows of the structure matrix. If the pointwise inequality 'l/Ji -'l/Jj ::; 0 holds for any i,j E 1, ... , NT> there exists a simplified structure matrix � E R( Nr -l )X Nr , such that P(xlcI>, \]i) = P(xlcI>, � ) , where � = ['l/Jr, ... ,'l/JJ -l ,'l/JJ + 1, ... ,'l/J�J T . The column vector simplification lemma of [13] has been modified in Lemma 4 to prevent misrepresentation which may occur for some PWA functions. To resolve this problem an extra condition -¢kl = 0, Vl was added in Lemma 4-(i). This problem is originated in this fact that the lemma in [13] has been analyzed and proved for one iteration of simplification for which a piece of PWA function fi is removed since it can be represented by another piece Ii in its min-max form. When the lemma is used iteratively, the problem arises if the function piece fj is itself removed by another representative fk which is not a representative for h The modified lemma is presented in Lemma 4. Proof" The proof is in the same lines as the proof in [13] except that the Eq. 20 in [13] is now hold for all cases considering the extra condition in Lemma 4-(i).
• Utilizing the compact analytical model in (5)- (6) we aim to combine the OTBST and LR approaches in a unified structure enjoying the advantages of both approaches. We emphasize that the OTBST benefits from very low prepro cessing time comparing to the BST while the LR approach provides a compact representation for the PWA function comparing to the polyhedral representation which is required in the OTBST for direct search. As a result, it can reduce the storage requirement to a large extent. Furthermore, since in online applications traversing the OTBST is done in logarithmic time, thus replacing the direct search with the corresponding LR model can also reduce the online computation time taking the advantages of the simplification lemmas into account. The approach of combined lattice based OTBST (LOTBST) is described in Alg.3.
Algorithm 3: Lattice-OTBST (LOTBST) Table 1 . The pre-processing time in the OTBST and LOTBST methods have been extensively reduced comparing to the BST method with moderate extra online computation time. However the number of required online clock cycles is guaranteed to be admissible while constructing the tree in all approaches specified by the parameter Mclk. The off-line computations were done on a 3GHz Pentium IV computer with some aid of the MPT toolbox for Matlab [10] . Considering the third test case (N = 8), in Fig.2 it is shown that the proposed LOTBST method efficiently parameterizes alternative solutions with online computational performance between the pure LR and BST approaches when Trade-off characteristics of the proposed LarBST method, parameterizing performance of the BST and pure LR approaches.
there are some regions to be directly searched or represented by LR model. That is why it is not possible to exactly recover the BST performance. This fact can be seen in Fig.2 as a "discontinuity". For the same test case (N = 8) and using a low cost processor, e.g. AV R-XMEGA series, with 32 MHz clock frequency, the PWA function evaluation procedure in the BST, arBST and LarBST methods, loads the processor with about 0.02%, 0.07% and 0.07%, respectively, when the sampling time Ts = 0.05s is considered. In this case the direct search approach loads the processor with about 5%. Also all results demonstrate extensive reduction in storage requirements when LOTBST is applied. IV. CONCLUSIONS Efficient evaluation of piecewise functions defined over polyhedral partitions was addressed. To this aim the well known BST approach modified by truncating and choosing decision hyper planes among a carefully selected set of axis orthogonal hyper planes leading to significant reduction in pre-processing time and storage requirement. Furthermore, for continuous PWA functions, e.g. explicit MPC application, 223 we proposed to combine the arBST and lattice represen tation for PWA functions in a unified structure enjoying the advantages of both approaches. The proposed LarBST method enables the designer to trade-off between prepro cessing time, storage requirement and online computation time. According to the simulation results, the LOTBST ap proach is able to improve both online computation time and storage requirement of pure LR approach. Also, it reduces extensively the storage complexity and offline computation time in the BST approach, while guaranteeing the required online computation time. We emphasize that, although the LarBST method usually outperforms the proposed direct search based approach, i.e. arBST, but it should be noticed that the OTBST is a global approach that can be applied to general piecewise nonlinear (PWNL) functions including discontinuous and overlapping.
